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Identification of inter-institutional collaboration through process maps of 
research groups
Gotzone Barandika, Ignacio Armentia, Edurne Simon

Starting inter-institutional collaboration 
University of the Basque Country, Spain

Doctoral education in universities takes place mostly in research groups and they 
have diverse characteristics depending on several factors such as the field of 
research or the country, among others. Analysis of the processes being performed 
in research groups is therefore an approach to identify specific areas for 
institutional collaboration.
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Joint Degree Troubleshooting

Problem area Joint PhD 

degree

Joint 

supervision

Laws/regulations 54% 28%

Tuition fees 19% 6%

Admission 

requirements

23% 16%

IPR 15% 7%

Supervisor in 

evaluation

33% 16%

Public defence 27% 10%

Diploma 40% 22%

• Wants and needs?

• First successful JD: 

380 e-mails 

(first unsuccessful, 

568…)

• National guidelines, 

institutional regulations

• Latest successful JD: 

128 e-mails

Anna Kolberg Buverud

https://www.uhr.no/_f/p1/i1bd6acae-1051-49f8-8464-b1bb18326bc7/joint_degrees_at_the_phd_level.pdf
https://www.uio.no/english/about/regulations/research/doctoral-degree/jointdegree.html


Writing a good doctoral project is a must 

for success in joint programmes

I. Halleux, G. Arnold, R. Delcourt, T. Dupont & O. Ladrière

Flyer https://www.programmes.uliege.be/resources/fr/pdf/4530.pdf Contact recherche@uliege.be EUA-CDE Thematic workshop, Amsterdam, 1/2019

Benefits
- Basics for the project and the career
- Good understanding of the risks and clear planning
- Early definition of competences to be developed
- Knowledge of internal resources

- Matching between applicants and researchers/supervisors
- Bottom-up projects
- Self-evaluation for embarking the PhD
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UC - Writing a Doctoral Project



University  POLITEHNICA of Bucharest, Romania

www.upb.ro

Inter-institutional collaboration in doctoral education within the 

Romanian Alliance of Technical Universities – opportunities and 

challenges

Horia   IOVU

EUA-CDE Workshop 

16-18 January 2019 

1. Structural doctoral programs within the 

Romanian Alliance of Technical Universities 

(RATU)

2. Top-down approaches for collaborative 

doctoral programs within RATU

3. Quality Assurance Mechanisms to 

achieve the goals of collaborative doctoral 

programs within RATU

A rigorous training program by inter-

exchanging of doctoral students 

between the members of RATU was 

implemented. A Quality Assurance 

mechanism of inter-evaluation 

between the doctoral schools from the 

members of RATU was activated.



International collaboration in Doctoral Education : different
countries , different regulations

M. Eugènia Miranda; David Artigas & Francesc Sepulcre

Joint supervision as a cotutelle: a 
diploma from each university

only one thesis, but:
Specific regulations have to be abide 
by each university

Sometimes the specific regulations of 
different countries are incompatible 
between them

We (people who do not know about 
laws) are forced to found an optimal
solution that need to acomplish with
different regulations in each contry
and institutions. Possible solution: To be enrolled 

in one university only and to 

recognize the international 

collaboration in the diploma


